Numerous propagation models describing social influence in social networks can be found in the literature. This makes the choice of an appropriate model in a given situation difficult. Selecting the most relevant model requires the ability to objectively compare them. This comparison can only be made at the cost of describing models based on a common formalism and yet independent from them. We propose to use graph rewriting to formally describe propagation mechanisms as local transformation rules applied according to a strategy. This approach makes sense when it is supported by a visual analytics framework dedicated to graph rewriting. The paper first presents our methodology to describe some propagation models as a graph rewriting problem. Then, we illustrate how our visual analytics framework allows to interactively manipulate models, and underline their differences based on measures computed on simulation traces.
Introduction
Since many years, social networks are subject to an intense research effort [3, 25, 32] . The study and analysis of social networks, used to represent individuals and their relations with one another, raise several questions concerning their possible evolutions. Among these questions, the study of network propagation phenomena has initiated a sustained interest in the research community, offering applications in various domains, ranging from sociology [16, 24] to epidemiology [1, 8, 19] or even viral marketing and product placement [5, 9] .
In this paper, we focus on propagation model analysis. The large range of available models and their variations make the choice of a particular one complicated. For instance, in [15] alone, the authors present three models, each with four variations. Moreover, the selection cannot be solely based on simulation results because they depend on various conditions (e.g. starting seed, unique model parameters, probability weights). Thus, choosing an appropriate model implies to effectively compare models and not only the results obtained when applying them.
A solution is given in [22] with a generalization for different types of propagation models. The authors allow to consider the models following a strict mathematical approach, thus transforming each algorithm in a possible solution for a common optimisation problem. On the contrary, we adopt an algorithmic perspective, based on graph rewriting techniques, with the goal to consolidate an exploratory approach, based on simulation. Propagation is usually seen as a phenomenon globally applied on a network, while its emerging behaviour is actually obtained from multiple local events. Thus, most models can be represented as a set of local transformation rules, each rule describing how an entity can influence its neighbours, and a strategy which orders and coordinates rule applications. Even if these transformations are depicted locally, their reiterated application allows to witness the global model behaviour.
In [21] , the topological evolution of a social network is explored in a similar fashion. Starting from an existing network, the authors propose a set of rules to modify links between different network individuals, thus supporting link creation or deletion. This work intertwines with our approach as we both use rewriting operations to express network evolution. However, their article mainly focuses on network density and size analysis, along with the probabilistic evolutions of the generated graphs. In the following, the considered models are used on a social network with a fixed topology and the rules describe how the states of nodes evolve.
The advantages of our approach, based on a common model description, come from the possibility to experimentally study and compare different models. Most of the related works concentrate on the goals achieved once the propagation simulation is complete (network coverage, propagation speed, etc.), however we are more interested in determining how such propagation occurs and why those objectives are reached. The use of a common formalism allows us to perform these kinds of investigations.
Furthermore, this methodology makes sense when the model study aims to be visual and interactive. While manipulating the model (by launching simulations, isolating rules, etc.), the user is able to gradually develop a knowledge of the model and thus easily follow and measure its behaviour during the execution. For these reasons, we present a visual analytics framework -based on an extended version of PORGY [26] (see Figure 1 )-to simultaneously build the network and the associated rewriting rules, simulate propagations according to different strategies (i.e. the models) and compare their execution traces upon various criteria (metrics, history, . . . ).
This paper is organized as follows. We first present the terminology used to address social network propagation and describe two well-known models (Section 2). Then, after a brief introduction to the graph rewriting technique used, we show how propagation models are translated in our formalism to show the expressiveness and usability of graphs, rules and strategies (Section 3). Finally, we show how the platform PORGY is used to study the propagation models and exhibit some differences (Section 4) and conclude by giving a few perspectives and future work directions.
Propagation modelling in social networks
A social network [2] is a graph G = (V, E) built from a set of individuals (the nodes) V and a set of edges E ⊆ V × V linking individuals and indicating a mutual recognition. Two individuals, v, w ∈ V , are called neighbours when linked by an edge e ∈ E; we define N(w) the set of neighbours of the node w. Propagation in a network can be seen as follows: when an individual performs a specific action (announcing an event, spreading a gossip, sharing a video clip, etc.), she/he becomes active. She/He informs his neighbours of his state change, giving them the possibility to become active if they perform the same action. Such process reiterates as the newly active neighbours share the information with their own neighbours. The activation can thus propagate from peer to peer across the whole network.
This definition is obviously simplified since each existing propagation model has its own specificities to be the most efficient in replicating the phenomena observed in real-world networks. Hence some models opt for entirely probabilistic activations (e.g. [4, 37] ) where the presence of only one active neighbour is enough to allow the propagation to occur. Other models use threshold values (e.g. [15, 23, 36] ) building up during the propagation. Such measures can be used to gauge the influence of one individual on his neighbours or represent his tolerance towards performing a given action (the more one individual is solicited, the more she/he becomes inclined to activate or not). Because of the diversity across existing models and due to limited space, we limit the range of this paper to illustrate the feasibility of our approach on two representative models: an independent cascade model IC [22] used as basis in numerous others, and a linear threshold model LT [15] using a nonprobabilistic activation principle in opposition to the independent cascade. The independent cascade model (IC). We describe a basic form as introduced in [22] .
• Let A 0 ⊂ V be the subset of nodes initially activated at t = 0.
• Let p v,w be defined for each pair of adjacent nodes {v, w} to characterize the influence probability from v on w (0 ≤ p v,w ≤ 1). p v,w is considered as being history independent and non symmetric, that is we usually have p v,w = p w,v .
• A new set of nodes A t+1 is computed from A t such as, for each v ∈ A t , we visit the nodes w adjacent to v but still inactive such as w ∈ N(v) \ ∪ t i=0 A i . A given node v is only offered one chance to influence each of its neighbours, following a probability p v,w . When the adjacent node w is successfully activated, it is added to A t+1 .
• This process continues until A t+k is empty (∅) for k ≥ 0.
The order used to choose the nodes v and their neighbours is arbitrary. This model has several variations (e.g. [14, 36] ) to allow for instance to simulate the propagation of diverging opinions in a social network [4] .
The linear threshold model (LT)
. This model behaves differently, using the neighbours' combined influence and threshold values to determine whether a node becomes active or stays in the same state. A partial list of publications describing models using thresholds is available in [22] . The model detailed below describes the first static model defined in [15] .
• A 0 ⊂ V remains the subset of nodes initially activated at t = 0. We also consider the probabilities p v,w previously introduced and add a threshold value θ w to define w's resistance to its neighbours' influence.
• We define S w as the set of nodes currently active and adjacent to w. For each inactive node w, we compute its neighbours' joint influence value p w (S w ) = 1 − ∏ v∈S w (1 − p v,w ).
• w becomes active when its neighbours' joint influence exceeds the threshold value, p w (S) ≥ θ w , and w is then added to A t+1 .
• Those instructions are repeated until A t+k is empty (k ≥ 0).
Models translation and rewriting rules
This section describes the formalism used to express in a uniform algorithmic language the various models mentioned in the previous section. Graphical formalisms are useful to easily describe complex structures in an intuitive way, like UML diagrams, proof representation, micro-processors design, work-flows, etc. Extensive work exists on visual representation and information visualization; we refer the reader to [35] for a perception-oriented approach, and [34] for a more technical and applicative direction.
From a theoretical point of view, graph rewriting has solid logic, algebraic and categorical foundations [7, 29] , while from a practical perspective, graph transformations have many applications in specification, programming, and simulation tools [10, 11] . Graph rewriting conveniently offers both semantical and operational frameworks for distributed systems and modelling complex systems in general. Several languages and tools are based on this formalism, such as PROGRES [31] , GROOVE [28] , GrGen [13] or GP [27] .
Graph rewriting using port graphs
Graph rewriting is a graph transformation described by rules, applied in a proper order specified by a strategy. A rewrite rule is given by two graphs L and R, respectively called the left-hand side and right-hand side. In a given graph G, the left-hand side of the rule -describing a pattern-is used to identify corresponding subgraphs which should be replaced by the right-hand side of the rule. Different techniques can be used to describe the relation between L and R, especially how the elements in the right-hand side replace those in the left-hand side and become connected to the rest of the graph. The method chosen in our solution makes use of port graphs, allowing the definition of such informations directly in the rewriting rules.
Port graph with properties
Intuitively, a port graph is a graph where nodes have explicit connection points called ports. A port graph G is defined by a finite set N of nodes n, a finite set P of ports p (each depending from a given node of N) and a finite set E of undirected edges. They are exclusively attached to ports and two ports may be connected by more than one edge.
Nodes, ports and edges are labelled with a set of properties. For instance, an edge may be associated with a state (e.g. used or marked) and a node may have a colour, a number and a label as properties. Properties may be used to define the behaviour of the modelled system and for visualization purposes (as illustrated in examples later).
Formally, properties are pairs (a, v) of an attribute a and a value v whose types are described in a signature. We write a = v to mean that the attribute a has the value v: for example, active = yes, colour = blue, resist = 3 and size = x (in the latter example we use the variable x to mean that we do not care what the value of size is, just that the attribute exists). A record r is a set {(a 1 , v 1 ), . . . , (a n , v n )} of properties, where each a i occurs only once in r. All elements in N, P and E are labelled by records defining their properties.
In this paper, to represent a social network, we use a port graph whose nodes represent individuals. Among the properties attached to a node are for instance the properties visited and active which both take boolean values. Edges may also have properties. The model described in Section 3.2.1 uses a boolean property, marked, on an edge to know if a pair of adjacent nodes has been visited or not. Other properties of nodes and edges will be introduced later to model propagation effects.
The port graph representation uses undirected edges, however, ports can be used to simulate edge orientation. By defining two ports on each node, named In and Out, an edge becomes directed as it leaves a node through an Out port and reaches its destination using an In port. In our case, we limit to one the number of edges connecting any two ports. An edge between the In port of node A and the Out port of node B indicates that A and B are linked and can influence each other, regardless of the edge direction. The edge orientation allows us to use only one edge to store different properties. If B influences A (going from Out to In), the corresponding value is quantified in the attribute p o2i , expressed as a rational number; while the influence of A applied on B (from In to Out) will be stored in p i2o .
Port graph rewrite rule
Port graphs are transformed by applying port graph rewrite rules. A port graph rewrite rule, noted L ⇒ R, is itself a port graph, consisting of two sub-port graphs, L and R, connected together through one special port node ⇒, called arrow node. This unique node describes how the new subgraph should be linked to the remaining part of the graph to avoid dangling edges [6, 17] during rewriting operations.
Simple rewrite rules used in this paper are given in Figure 2 . An arrow node, coloured in grey, has a number of black ports each possessing an attribute type and a set of red arrow edges. These edges, connecting a port of the arrow node to ports in L or R, are used to control the rewiring that occurs during a rewriting step. The ports of type bridge, similar to those used in our example, form a bridge between both sides of the rewrite rule, and indicate that the corresponding port in L survives the rule application. Other types of ports correspond to more specific situations (merging, deletion, etc.) but are not relevant in this paper. Altogether, they are meant to manage the edges existing between L and the rest of the graph during rewriting operations.
We need to enrich this port graph structure by allowing an additional feature to rules: each attribute's value in the properties of nodes, ports and edges of the right-hand side may be a function of attribute's value in the properties of nodes, ports and edges of the left-hand side. In this way, each transformation applied as a port graph rewrite rule is completed with the application of rule-specific functions f designed to modify the attribute's values of each element (whether they are nodes, ports or edges). However this remains a local computation since the arguments are taken from the properties of the homomorphic image of the left-hand side. Formally, this amounts to considering values of properties which are no more constants in a finite domain but functions of several arguments. This functionality is demonstrated in Section 3.2.1 where we introduce a node's attribute sigma, whose value in the right-hand side is computed from several properties originating from different elements of the left-hand side.
Rewrite strategy
To perform the appropriate graph transformations, the rules have be to applied in a precise order. It is the purpose of the strategy to specify which rules to apply, in which order and how many times.
A strategy may also be used to depict which elements can be considered for the rewriting operations (matching and replacement) and which ones are forbidden. This is achieved through an additional refinement of port graphs and port graph rewrite rules. A located graph G Ban Pos consists of a port graph G and two distinguished subgraphs Pos and Ban of G, called respectively the position subgraph, or simply position, and the banned subgraph.
In a located graph G Ban Pos , Pos represents the subgraph of G where rewriting steps may take place (i.e., Pos is the focus of the rewriting) and Ban represents the subgraph of G where rewriting steps are forbidden. The intuition is that subgraphs of G that overlap with Pos may be rewritten only if they are outside Ban, thus restricting the application of rules to explicit elements. Pos and Ban are not exclusively sets of nodes but may also contain edges or ports.
For instance, in a social network context, we may consider a rule that makes a node becoming active and limit its application to nodes whose level of incentive is above a given threshold. This is done through a strategy setPos that selects the adequate subgraph.
When applying a port graph rewrite rule, not only the underlying graph G but also the position and banned subgraphs may change. A located rewrite rule specifies two disjoint subgraphs, J and K of the right-hand side R, and manipulates these to update the position and banned subgraphs (respectively). If J (resp. K) is not specified, R (resp. the empty graph / 0) is used as default. More details on the strategy language implemented in the PORGY platform, its general formalisation and properties can be found in [12] .
Translation of propagation models
Our main challenge concerns the translation of a given propagation model into a set of rules and an adequate strategy allowing to reproduce the model behaviour. Graph rewriting techniques offer us to perform virtually any possible transformation with an appropriate rewrite rule, so one can always create a rule corresponding to its need. The real difficulty is to understand whether a finite set of rules and strategies could describe different propagation models and their behaviours.
After a careful study of a wide range of models, we have realized the feasibility of such task, since all considered models are based on either the independent cascade or the linear threshold models. The work developped in [22] which proposes a framework unifying those two models open the way, showing that a proper generalization can bring together the two models, thus reducing the differences to mere variations. As we consider a finite number of differences between the two basic models and any other based on those, if one can express the IC or the LT model using a graph rewriting formalism (under the form of a strategy controlling a finite set of rules), any variation based on these models can also be expressed. Consequently, starting from the basic model translation, any extended model rendering can be accomplished with the introduction of a finite number of additional rules -to describe the differences between the currently studied model and the basic one-and a few adjustments in the strategy to order rule applications. We present below the translation of the IC and LT models thus providing instructions and showing how one should proceed to obtain similar results with different variations.
Model IC
Using the model definition introduced in Section 2, one can easily notice the two main operations to perform. The first one is the influence trial where a given active node v tries to influence an inactive neighbour w. The activation of w, once it has been successfully influenced, is the second operation. Following the model description, these two instructions need to be applied one after the other to emulate the propagation process properly.
Rule translation
The corresponding rules are given in Figure 2 . Rule 2a shows a pair of connected nodes in the left-hand side and their corresponding replacements in the right-hand side. The ports from each side are connected with red edges through the bridge port (as explained in Section 3.1.2). The node w, initially inactive (in red), is influenced -successfully or not-in the left-hand side by an active node v (green). In the right-hand side, w becomes purple to indicate visually that it has been visited, while v is not modified. Finally, the edge linking the two port nodes is marked using a boolean attribute. This is to limit the number of influence attempts to one for each pair of active/inactive neighbours. Thus, the inactive node can be visited by different active neighbours and be influenced several times. Rule 2b is only applied on a single node. If w has been previously sufficiently influenced by one of its neighbours, its state is changed, going from visited (purple) to active (green).
Emulating edge orientation For any pair of adjacent nodes a and b, both influence probabilities p a,b (from a to b) and p b,a (from b to a) are defined as properties of the edge linking a to b. The two influence probabilities being different, we wish to dissociate one individual from another (knowing which node is which) in order to use the appropriate value. As explained in Section 3.1.1, edges in port graphs are not directed, preventing to use edge orientation as a referential to distinguish the influence probabilities (one property for source to destination influence and another one for destination to source influence). Ports In and Out are used to emulate such edge orientation: an edge leaves by the Out port and arrives through the In port. The two properties keeping the influence probabilities, p i2o (In to Out) and p o2i (Out to In), are stored on each edge. In Rule 2a, an edge leaves an inactive node by its Out port and reaches an active one through its In port. The influence going from an active to an inactive node (in this case, from In to Out), we will hence use the value stored in p i2o (=p v,w ). To cope with the other possibility (going from the active node to the inactive one in an Out to In direction), the rule is "duplicated" and the ports' labels are switched. While not presented here, this orientation is similar to the one encountered in the rule in Figure 3a .
Rule inner function The sole execution of these rules is insufficient to perform a propagation. The use of the rule inner function f , introduced by the end of Section 3.1.2, allows us to perform additional local modifications to the elements concerned by the rule application. For instance, in Rule 2a, for each pair active(v)/visited(w): a) we generate a random number r ∈]0, 1] ; b) we store in a property σ w the maximum influence withstood by w from its active neighbours until now (initialized to 0) such as σ w = max p v,w r , σ w ; and c) through a boolean property, we mark the edge linking v to w to prevent the selection of this peculiar pair configuration in the next pattern matching searches. This means that an active node v will not be able to try to influence the same node w over and over. Those local modifications, expressed through the function f , are applied on the resulting elements (from the right-hand side), using the initial element properties. If we define the left-hand side nodes, v and w, and their right-hand side equivalents, v and w , the σ computation is expressed as: node (w ' ) . p r o p e r t y ( " s i g m a " ) = max ( e d g e ( v , w ) . p r o p e r t y ( " p v , w " ) / random ( 1 ) , node (w ) . p r o p e r t y ( " s i g m a " ) ) ;
We affect to the property sigma of the right-hand side node w the maximum between the value of the property sigma of the w element and the result of the fraction p v,w r , where p v,w is obtained from the property p v, w 1 of the edge {v, w} and random(X) returns an arbitrary value between 0 and X. This function is locally applied after each successful application of the rule. Once every active neighbour has been tried, if w is sufficiently influenced (σ w > 1), it becomes itself active with Rule 2b.
Strategy and rule application The successive applications of the rules describing the IC model have to be managed by a strategy. As mentioned earlier, the strategy can be for example used to precisely select or exclude elements as possible candidates for a rule application. The rewriting strategy used to represent the IC model is as follows:
1 r e p e a t ( IC t r i a l d 2 s ) ; 2 r e p e a t ( IC t r i a l s 2 d ) ; 3 s e t P o s ( P r o p e r t y ( C r t G r a p h , Node , sigma > = " 1 " ) ) ; 4 
r e p e a t ( IC a c t i v a t e )
The first two instructions (line 1-2) are used to call the influence trial rules 2 successively until every pair of active/inactive neighbours has been considered. Then (line 3), the positions in the graph where the activation should take place are selected as the nodes in the current graph whose property "sigma" is greater or equal to 1, according to our translation of the propagation model. Line 4 executes repeatedly the activation rule at these positions. For each rule application, the elements corresponding to the left-hand side are chosen arbitrarily among the matching possibilities. A successful and complete application of this strategy performs a round of propagation: we try to influence every susceptible node, then activate all the appropriately influenced ones at the same time. This process is reiterated to obtain successive waves, similar to ripples. A more progressive behaviour can be observe by simply applying the activation rule after each influence trial. Because the choice of each pair of active/inactive nodes is arbitrary, such activation process can be seen as a "random" propagation. However, due to limited space, this kind of propagation evolution is not addressed in this paper.
Model LT
The second model seems more complicated but the approach is very similar. Here again, two different operations are used to perform the propagation: for each inactive node, we compute the joint influence of its active neighbours, then, if the influence exceeds the threshold value, the node becomes active.
Before presenting the corresponding rules, a few precisions need to be highlighted concerning this model described in [15] . The paper presents, among others, a static propagation model with several variations. We need to define the probability of v influencing w (p v,w ), however, such probability of influence from one individual to another may change from time to time (additional details are given in [15] ). Because the activation of a specific node w is dependent of the probabilities emanating from each of its neighbours, we need to keep their joint influence p w (S w ) updated.
Such correction can be performed using the two operations p w (S w \ {u}) (Equation 1), suppressing the influence of u on w among its neighbours (S w ), and p w (S w ∪ {u }) (Equation 2), adding the influence of u among the other adjacent nodes of w.
An improvement, introduced in [15] , gives the opportunity to update the joint influence in a single operation. The two manipulations on the set S w -deleting the previous influence probability value with Equation 1 and adding the new one using Equation 2-can be perform simultaneously: p w (S w ) = p w ({S w \ {u}} ∪ {u }) = p w ({S w ∪ {u }} \ {u}).
Rules and strategy The rules created from this model are quite similar to those introduced before. The first one (Figure 3a ) is applied on a pair of active/inactive nodes (respectively green and red). It comes in two variations depending of the In/Out port used. As we consider the possibility of an updated influence probability from v to w (p v,w ), when trying to activate, w has to refresh the joint influence (p w (S)) of its neighbours. The inner function performed when the rule is applied computes p w (S) = p w ({S \ {u}} ∪ {u }), where u is the neighbour using its previous influence probability and u is the node with the updated value. For each application, a σ w value is also calculated as follows:
, so it becomes greater or equal to 1 when w is ready to activate (θ w -stored in a property-being the threshold value that the joint influence p w (S) must reach for w to activate). The second Rule 3b is per se identical to the activate rule shown in Figure 2b . A successfully influenced node is simply activated; the strategy alone is used to delimit the nodes eligible for activation.
Like the IC model, the first two rules are applied successively on the graph to evaluate every active/inactive pair. The "sigma" property is once more used to determine upon which nodes the activation must be performed. Eventually, the activation rule is applied as many times as needed: nodes going from unvisited to visited and possibly active. The history of those modifications, or rewriting steps, can be used to study and compare two states of the graph at a given time or to rebuild and follow the path of node activation. A derivation tree (see Figure 1 ) is created and maintained to provide these information. To improve readability, several rule applications are grouped together according to the strategy execution and considered as one propagation step. The successive states visualization allows us to witness this progression. Figure 4 presents several representations of the same subgraph, showing node states evolution. The different timestamps t indicate the successive strategy applications (an unvisited node at time t can thus become activated at t + 1).
The derivation tree allows us to immediately identify the model which needs the less propagation steps (i.e. less strategy application steps) before concluding the propagation, since it corresponds to the shorter branch ( Figure 5 ). We thus obtain a first complexity approximation concerning algorithms execution.
Statistics
Linking the derivation tree depth (equivalent to the number of propagation steps along a branch) with other measures allows us to consider the evolution of several parameters all along the propagation. We can, for instance, use the notion of propagation speed, a value obtained by examining the number of active nodes at each step and evaluate their evolution. Figure 5 presents such measures for an independent cascade model ((2), top right panel) and a linear threshold model ((3), bottom right panel) executions. The x-axis displays the depth (maxed out at 7 for (2) and at 4 for (3)) and the y-axis the number of active nodes (scaling from 0 to 300 in both curves). We can notice that the cascade model has been able to activate approximately 80% of its nodes versus 18% for the threshold model (for a similar number of steps), thus showing the high performance impact on different models when using identical values for the influence probability initialization and the same starting set of active nodes. We have used a magnifying glass (a functionality available in PORGY) on the top of both axes to improve the scale readability. We can also note the number of activated nodes after the first strategy application. The values measured on both scatterplots are initially close, the gap between the two models getting wider with each new application.
Moreover, time-dependent measures can be generalized to other propagation properties. The notion of visited nodes, introduced earlier, can bear some interest when the propagation subject is only a message which needs to be seen and not merely disseminated or spread by willing individuals. Such acknowledgement speed of the propagation content can be determined like the propagation speed. Moreover, considering those two measures, we can introduce a third one defining the propagation efficiency, computed as the ratio of the number of active nodes at time t against those influenced/visited at t − 1. Several additional metrics can be computed depending of the wished analysis as PORGY offers us to choose any of the existing element property and traces its evolution through the derivation tree.
Tracing propagation behaviour
One can also be interested in observing the state of the social network when the number of activated nodes reaches a given value. Because the different views in the software are linked together, any operation in one view impacts the other views. A node/edge selection (highlighted in blue in Figure 5 ) in the derivation tree implies the same in the scatterplot and vice versa. A similar kind of operation in one of the graph states will echo through all the states containing the same elements, thus highlighting the selected nodes/edges everywhere they are. Such behaviour is available thanks to the inner datastructure of PORGY, leaving the nodes unmodified as long as they are not subject to a rule application. Consequently, selecting an element of interest in one of the intermediate graphs allows us to follow and determine in which state this element is altered. Such operation is especially useful when working with the complete derivation tree (showing the details of every rule application).
Using the final propagation state, one can witness whether or not a node has finally been able to perform the action (activated). Identifying the influenced but inactive node and the unvisited elements may also help in finding the nodes responsible for limiting the propagation. Once the wrongdoers have been found, specific treatments can target them in order to improve their condition (i.e. lowering their resistance or rising their neighbours' influence). A new simulation can then be launch to check if the modifications have been successful.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented a graph rewriting based formalism seen as a common language to express network propagation models. When the propagation does not imply topological modifications in the graph, models can be described as a reduced set of transformation rules used to express network state transitions and a strategy to manage their application.
In order to demonstrate the generality of our approach, we plan to use more propagation models and multiply the number of simulations. Simulating propagation using our method may be performed on large networks as well. Nevertheless, this raises additional challenges concerning the scalability of our approach and the possible visual analysis. The search for left-hand side matching (graph-subgraph isomorphism) is a demanding operation in big graphs even when, because of the limited number of elements in the rules left-hand side, the time complexity is polynomial.
Looking for propagation minimization or maximization on large networks by visual means may also be impeded by the combinatorial explosion of possible states thus limiting such operations. In general, visualization of large graphs is a complicated issue. Resorting to node-link views, such as the ones presented in this paper, usually gives poor results when the number of nodes or edges exceeds a few thousands. Alternative solutions, such as matrix-based hybrid [18, 30] or pixel-oriented [20] visualizations may become satisfying substitutes.
We also plan to provide more advanced network evolution models which support topology evolution and realistic information propagation behaviour. In such cases, we need at least an extended strategy language to control the simultaneous or alternate (probabilistic) applications of topological modifications or propagation rules.
